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Born into a fourth-generation Chinese-Australian family,
Kylie Kwong worked at some of Sydney’s finest restaurants
before opening her own, the iconic and inventive Billy Kwong

I started out as a graphic designer in the advertising
world. It wasn’t for me, so I switched careers at 23 and
entered the world of professional cooking. I was fortunate
enough to have Neil Perry as my mentor for six years. Like
my mother, I’m happiest when serving others food. Looking
back on my childhood, I guess it comes as no surprise that
became a restaurateur.
I feel most alive in the kitchen at Billy Kwong. It’s like
my studio, my atelier, my home – it has the same ‘energetic’
vibe that I grew up in. I’m constantly surrounded by food.
There’s always fresh seasonal produce laid out on the
benches and in the cool room, lots of people, and endless
activity and discussion around food. I feel like I can relax
there and just be myself (billykwong.com.au).
No workday is the same, which I love. The people I work
with are total professionals and so passionate about cooking
which really inspires me. I love the beautiful physical space
of our new BK restaurant. I love the daily contact with our
food and wine producers and the face-to-face contact we
have with our customers – serving others and making them
happy makes all of us feel really good.

sYdneY insider

We are lucky to be part of some amazing collaborations.
From inspirational local food and wine producers to groups
like The Wayside Chapel, a visionary community service for
our society’s homeless and marginalised in the beating heart
of the Kings Cross-Potts Point area (thewaysidechapel.com).
Sharing and championing others’ talent and passions with the
world is something I really enjoy being part of.

Kylie

Kwong
cOMpileD BY: cASSY pOliMeni

To be a restaurateur you need to love multi-tasking and
spontaneity. My day typically starts at 8am with coffee and a
phone call to my fishmonger. I head to the restaurant around
11am and handwrite the ‘specials’ and discuss new dishes and
produce with the chefs. My PA and I work through emails and
enquiries constantly, and around 3pm I do my Instagram post
and caption for the day. At 4pm I start getting ready for service
and at 5pm I brief the wait staff on the night ahead. The doors
open at 5.30pm, and it’s usually a 10.30pm finish.
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I try not to look too far ahead, but instead focus on
what I have already achieved and feel ‘fi lled up’ by that.
I like to allow things to unfold gradually and organically,
otherwise you can get into a dangerous cycle of always
seeking the next thing, and the next, and the next… and
miss the beauty and magic of now. Remaining in the ‘now’
is extremely calming and powerful because that’s when we
are at our clearest. We need to be still and present in order

to recognise opportunities when they arise and make the
best choices. Being in the present is an achievement in itself,
and all else stems from this space.
I love summer in Sydney. Long sunny days filled with
intensely blue skies, an abundance of fresh seasonal produce
is on show in many of our restaurants, and many people are
on holidays so the mood is light and relaxed, there’s an air of
optimism, hope and promise as we enter into the new year.
I always take visitors to Carriageworks, a multidisciplinary arts centre and creative hub just 10 minutes
from the CBD. It’s housed in an old rail yard and hosts
incredible art exhibitions and musical performances. Every
Saturday there’s a beautiful, open-air fresh food market
which makes for a fantastic cultural and culinary experience
for guests (carriageworks.com.au).
Potts Point is also worth a visit. It’s an extremely dynamic
Sydney food and wine precinct situated within a thriving,
edgy neighbourhood strip from Macleay Street, Potts Point,
through to Kings Cross.

Looking back on my childhood, I guess
it comes as no surprise that I have become
a restaurateur.

South Australia is home to unforgettable dining
experiences, from classic comfort food to
world-class wineries
MeMorable Meal
aFricola

2kW

One of Adelaide’s most talked about restaurants,
Africola is owned and managed by chef Duncan
Welgemoed. Promising slow-roasted sheep heads, ﬂying
machetes and cocktails made with pig fat and black
garlic, Africola goes back to Welgemoed’s roots – South
Africa. Working with hot-shot designer James Brown,
Welgemoed has created a contemporary version of a
“shebeen”, the raucous informal bars of apartheid-era
townships in South Africa, where he was raised. He
“performs” in an open kitchen, with a fire pit, spit and
butcher’s block – an unforgettable dining experience.
africola.com.au

For the most spectacular views over Adelaide, make
your way to the eighth level of the former Bank of New
South Wales’ heritage-listed building to 2KW. Patrons
are treated to 180-degree views that span the Adelaide
Hills, Adelaide Oval and Henley Beach. You’ll ride two
elevators to the top, then step into the venue itself which
boasts five entertainment areas. Heading up the kitchen
is executive chef and Adelaide local, Nick Finn. With 24
hours’ notice you can dine on Finn’s signature dish, the
Crayfish Indulgence. We promise it’s worth the wait.
2kwbar.com.au

One touristy thing I would love to do is the Harbour
Bridge Climb, I have yet to try it! It seems like a great way to
connect with our famous bridge and an amazing viewpoint
of our city (bridgeclimb.com).
Sydney is… the bluest of skies, cosmopolitan, dynamic,
welcoming and delicious! Da
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Brisbane | Queensland

shine

Moreton Island and the Scenic Rim, Brisbane’s World
Heritage-listed backyard where you’ll find breathtaking
mountain ranges and lush rainforests. There are countless
options for exploring these slices of paradise – catch a ferry
to the islands, take to the water and go fishing, swimming
or water skiing, or drift above it all in a hot air balloon.

live & local
For some of the best live music in the country, head to
Fortitude Valley in Brisbane’s north-east. Locally known
as ‘the Valley’, it is home to the city’s premier live music
scene with a host of clubs, pubs, bars and restaurants
delivering live entertainment every night of the week.
There are also a multitude of festivals on offer. Valley
Fiesta is Fortitude Valley’s biggest annual celebration of
music, food and the arts (valleyfiesta.com), and jazz
fiends should keep an ear out for Brisbane International

Brisbane combines enviable weather with tantalising attractions,
a thriving entertainment scene and a down-to-earth vibe,
making it irresistible to travellers

WortH tHe drive
Fino at sePPeltsField
The latest addition to the Seppeltsfield winery, Fino at Seppeltsfield is
the Barossa branch of David Swain and Sharon Romeo’s well-known
Willunga restaurant, Fino. It boasts four dining zones – including the
outdoor terrace, a glass room with views of the open kitchen and
Cellar 1 – and has a focus on progressive regional cuisine. Wine
blending tanks dating back to the 1860s have been hollowed out in the
tunnel-like laneway, allowing diners to sit under Seppeltsfield’s famed
Centennial Cellar, which holds every barrel of Tawny from 1878 to the
present. Enjoy a heavenly dining experience, surrounded by history.
fino.net.au/seppeltsfield

daY 1, 10.30aM

Possibly the world’s only fine dining restaurant located
within a stadium, The Hill of Grace Restaurant at
Adelaide Oval provides stunning views of the hallowed
turf and a unique menu that showcases the best
seasonal produce and premium wine South Australia
has to offer. It is also home to the world’s only complete
set of Hill of Grace Wines on display – a priceless
collection from 1958 to the current release. Dine a la
carte, or splash out on an eight-course degustation
(vegetarian options available). A top-notch meal to
celebrate after the great game.
adelaideoval.com.au

local legend
MISTER SUNSHINE’S CAFÉ
This cafe in downtown Thebarton exudes happiness,
especially for those keen on a late brunch or vegan
options. Kickstart your day with a sensational coffee,
then tuck into a great mix of brunch treats, whether
that’s French Toast served with poached fruit, or the
traditional favourite of poached eggs and bacon. The
Moroccan spiced chickpeas are a vegan highlight. The
house spritzers are also a must and rather refreshing,
as is the super-friendly service.
facebook.com/MisterSunshines
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t

here’s a certain alchemy to Brisbane’s magnetic
attraction. A combination of year-round
sunshine, natural wonders and world-class
events. Where else can you can visit a worldclass exhibition in the morning, then board a
ferry and be whale watching on an unspoilt island that
afternoon? The city is also home to a vibrant local arts
scene, which continues to blossom. Head to the cultural
hub at stunning South Bank in the city to find the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre, Queensland Museum,
Queensland Art Gallery, the Gallery of Modern Art, the
State Library of Queensland and Cineplex Cinemas, which
are grouped together on Grey Street Boulevard.
Once you’ve had your fill, head to nearby Little Stanley Street
for restaurants, bars and boutiques, or escape to the pristine

Parklands. These tantalising options are all close to one another
on the banks of Brisbane River (visitsouthbank.com.au)
One of the best ways to experience the city’s little-known
secrets is on a free tour with a passionate local as part of the
Brisbane Greeters program (brisbanegreeters.com.au).

eternal suMMer
With year-round sunshine, Brisbane is tailor made for lovers
of the great outdoors. Have a go at cruising or kayaking on
the mighty Brisbane River, abseiling down the 20 million
year old Kangaroo Point Cliffs (riverlife.com.au) or
luxuriating on the white sand of manmade Streets Beach,
complete with lifeguards and palm trees (a popular
alternative during stinger season) – and that’s just within
city limits! Venture further afield and you can experience

Australia
Destinations Australia delivers with
widespread coverage of incredible
products, experiences and attractions.
It is the essential guide for travellers to
Australia’s rich and varied delights,
and the ideal opportunity to showcase
your products and services to millions
of potential customers.
Important tourist information –
including special features, shopping
and our exclusive Luxury Guide –
are translated into Chinese, ensuring
we speak directly to this all important
tourism market.

daY 1, 9PM

daY 2
9aM Start your day in trendy New Farm, with a gourmet
breakfast at Pablo (pablonewfarm.com).
10.30aM Next, head to Brisbane Powerhouse where you could
easily while away a day kicking back in New Farm Park with the
kids, or checking out some fantastic theatre and film. Grab lunch
at Bar Alto or watt Restaurant or enjoy a picnic in the park
(brisbanepowerhouse.org).
3.30PM Get up close and personal with some of Australia’s
cutest locals at the Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary before enjoying
afternoon tea at the sanctuary’s Riverside Café (koala.net).
7PM toast your Brisbane weekend with a cocktail or two at
Lefty’s Old time Music hall in Paddington, as you settle in for
a night of live honky tonk tunes and American carny fare.
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daY 1, 12.30PM

daY 1
9aM Nab a sunny spot on the deck of the Gunshop Café,
read the paper and tuck into an award-winning breakfast
(thegunshopcafe.com).
10.30aM Venture over to the Riverlife Adventure Centre and
spend the morning paddling down the picturesque Brisbane River
(riverlife.com.au).
12.30PM tuck into a delicious lunch with a view at Cliff’s Café,
perched on top of the Kangaroo Point Cliffs (cliffscafe.com.au).
1.30PM Meander through Brisbane’s gallery and museum
precinct on nearby Grey Street and while away an afternoon
immersed in art and history.
5PM Stroll down to the river, stretch out on the bank and soak up
the afternoon sunshine at the stunning manmade lagoon known
as Streets Beach, right in the heart of the city.
7PM Enjoy dinner and a pint or two at Newstead Brewing
Company where each beer or cider on tap comes with a story,
and there’s a great menu to boot (newsteadbrewing.com.au).
9PM head down the road to Fortitude Valley and see out the
night bar or club-hopping, or settle in for a sedate cocktail if that’s
more your style.

daY 2, 3.30PM
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eatured in the guest rooms
of four and five star hotels
nationwide, as well as
airport lounges locally and
overseas, Destinations Australia
is a stylish annual magazine
encapsulating the very best the
country has to offer in lifestyle,
dining, shopping, fashion,
arts and entertainment, and
weekend getaways.
Our readers appreciate the
finer things in life, along with
epic regional adventures, and

Jazz Festival (brisbanejazzfestival.com.au). Outside of
Brisbane there are a few festivals worth travelling to,
including Australia’s biggest international country and
roots festival CMC Rocks in March (cmcrocks.com), and
Woodford Folk Festival, a music and cultural festival
held in the semi-rural town of Woodford over New Year’s
Eve (woodfordfolkfestival.com).
In Brisbane’s most popular shopping district, Queen
Street Mall, you can enjoy some of the city’s best music,
from emerging artists to big-name acts, as you hunt for
a bargain. Head to the QSM Live Stage, Milano Cafe or
the Visitor Information Centre for more information
(queenstreetmall.com.au).
An hour away in Surfers Paradise, discover entertainment of
a different kind – be wined, dined and horrified at Dracula’s,
where burlesque, cabaret, comedy and quality dining come
together under one roof (draculas.com.au/queensland) Da

BrisBAne WeeKenDeR

Hill oF grace

Rockpool Bar & Grill is a great place for a drink with
friends. I just love the international and sophisticated –
yet still cosy – feel of RPBG. It has an outstanding wine
list as well as a great range of non-alcoholic beverages
(rockpool.com/rockpoolbarandgrillsydney).

The best place to catch live music has to be the Sydney
Opera House, either the concert hall or on the steps of the
Opera House during summer. There are no words to describe
it, it’s simply breathtaking (sydneyoperahouse.com).

tHe tasting rooM
This tasty treat is brought to you by East End Cellars,
who have been in the wine business for over 30 years.
Wine is their focus, so it’s perfect for oenophiles and
aspiring wine lovers alike, and every drop is perfectly
matched with an extensive selection of cured meats and
cheeses from around the world. Enjoy a ﬂight of three
wines matched with charcuterie and cheese platters, or
sink your teeth into what they promise is the best toasted
sandwich in the city.
eastendcellars.com.au/the-tasting-room

Fine dining

Sean’s Panaroma on Bondi Beach is one of my favourite
places to eat. I love Sean Moran’s down-to-earth, rustic,
home-style cooking focused on the best quality, sustainable
produce, and it overlooks Bondi Beach – a Sydney institution
(seanspanaroma.co).

For coffee, I head to Room 10. It’s small, quirky, eccentric,
fun, and run by an extremely passionate, caring crew – great
coffee and delicious food (10 Llankelly Place, Sydney).

vine tiMe

osteria oggi
Offering modern Italian cuisine, Osteria Oggi is a must
for food lovers. Located on Pirie Street, this characterfilled Italian restaurant dishes up old-fashioned
hospitality among contemporary décor, with a
large marble bar at its centre. Towards the back is a
welcoming space perfect for a long lunch or dinner. The
menu primarily celebrates pasta, and offers a modern
take on traditional Italian cuisine. Classic with a twist.
osteriaoggiu.com.au

gourMet classic
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I had the privilege of being born into a Chinese family
where food and family is the centre of our universe.
My mother taught my two brothers and I how to cook
from a very early age and instilled in us a deep love and
appreciation for food. Mum taught us that food connects
people, and sharing food makes people happy.

italian stYle
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Fast Facts
Publication Date: May 2017
Frequency: Annual
Print Run: 20,000
Readership: Potential for over
8.2 million readers*
Distribution:
- Destinations Australia has hotel room
distribution agreements with over
70 of Australia’s leading luxury hotels
- Qantas domestic and international
lounges (Australia and overseas)
- Available at selected newsagents
or order online via magnation.com
- Digital platforms including Issuu.com
or download the Destinations
Australia Series App
SPECIAL FEATURES:
- Partial simplified Chinese translation
- Luxury Guide
*Distributing 20,000 copies x 365 days
= 7.300 million x 1.5 (average) guests per night
= 10.950 x 75% room occupancy
= 8.2 million potential readers
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ith global confidence growing in Australia’s
luxury market The Luxury Guide returns, bigger
and even more luxurious in 2017. U nique to
Destinations Australia, The Luxury Guide is
packed with the must-have products every
stylish traveller craves – from perfect pearl jewellery that started
life in the oyster beds of the Indian Ocean, to diamonds mined
from the depths of Australia’s red rock deserts, and luxury
timepieces for global jet-setters and affluent business travellers.
Produced as a 48-page Special Feature with its own cover
The Luxury Guide includes a unique section which is translated
into simplified Chinese to cater to an ever growing trend in
Australia’s tourism market.
As Australia continues to attract brand-conscious tourists with a
taste for luxury from all over the world, The Luxury Guide is their
comprehensive introduction to the immense treasures that
await them here.
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时间先锋

法

兰克穆勒从未停止在其先锋设计上
烙下鲜明的品牌印记。Vanguard
系列崇尚简约的未来主义美学理
念，依托铆接外形设计向全新方向

发展演进。该系列凭借和谐轮廓、完美精致感和
无可挑剔的平衡比例，塑就非凡的个性设计。直
线与弧线巧妙融合，散发优雅气息之余，尽显纯
粹的运动格调。
Vanguard 系列搭配经典 Curvex 表壳，忠实
承袭法兰克穆勒手表的传统精髓，同时锐意开拓
全新的创意维度。立体装饰数字经过手工工艺
精细抛光打磨，绽放耀眼夺目的魅力。数字设计
大胆前卫，与惊艳的表盘和结实的上链表冠巧
妙映衬。
凭借动感十足的男性魅力和无与伦比的风格款
式，该系列为法兰克穆勒在全新设计趋势中奠定
先锋地位。该系列搭载自动机芯，首推钛、玫瑰
金和红色 Ergal 合金款型，随后推出经典腕表和
精密计时腕表两款设计。
法兰克穆勒一如既往地为 Vanguard 系列注入
源源不绝的创新精神、无与伦比的创意理念和非
凡的技术结晶，从而有力推动新款 Vanguard 腕
表的诞生进程。
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Calleija, one of the world’s leading jewellers, are
synonymous with spectacular diamonds, incredible
design detail and iconic craftsmanship
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Booking:

he collection is named after
a watch that belongs to
universal history and to the
heritage of the Manufacture.
In 1958, the International Geophysical
Year, Jaeger-LeCoultre created a
chronometer for scientists on mission.
Capable of withstanding the magnetic
ﬁelds of the North Pole while losing
nothing of its formidable precision,
its overriding characteristic was extreme
resistance.
The Grand Maison is now choosing
to revive this legendary name in two
models blending aesthetic elegance,
technical sophistication and 21st
century user friendliness: the
Geophysic® True Second® and
the Geophysic® Universal Time.
The movements driving the
Geophysic® collection, automatic
Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibres 770 and 772,
are synonymous with high precision and
mechanical beauty. These calibres called
upon the talents of the most highly
specialised engineers of the Research
& Development divison within the
Manufacture. The strength of their
expertise and their imagination drives
their authentic capacity for innovation.
The latter is in this instance expressed
by an atypical balance wheel featuring a
non-circular conﬁguration that required
lengthy research in order to reduce air
friction. Named the Gryolab®, this
device was initially developed in a
laboratory version back in 2007 to
equip the Master Compressor Extreme
Lab 1 watch. It took eight years to
transition from this conﬁdential version
to one that could be incorporated into
an entire watch line. Geophysic® is the
ﬁrst collection to enjoy the full beneﬁts
of this key breakthrough and its
determining inﬂuence on the precision
of the watch.
The remarkable calibres driving the
Geophysic® line are the ﬁrst to feature
an oscillating weight – crafted from a
single block of solid gold – bearing the
‘anchor’ motif (itself echoing the shape
of an escapement lever) that is also the
Jaeger-LeCoultre logo. Strategically
cut out and more open than a classic
weight, it enables the eye to reconstruct
movement that it generously reveals in
the course of its rotations.

Viennesa
A rare 0.62ct Oval
Australian Argyle Pink
Diamond takes centre
stage, with an exquisite
palette of pink and white
diamond detailing
showcased in Platinum
and Rose Gold.
Cascade Earrings
Featuring 1.58ct of Argyle
Pink Diamonds and 3.09ct
of White Diamonds.
Tsarina
A Calleija masterpiece
featuring a 2.15ct Fancy
Intense Purplish Pink
Diamond, perfectly
framed by four Marquise
Cut Blue Diamonds.
Handcrafted in Platinum
and Rose Gold.
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nternational Award-Winning Designer
and Fellow of the Gemmological
Association of Australia, John Calleija
has a passion for transforming rare
gemstones into incredible works of art.
Pink Diamonds are particularly rare and
the demand for Argyle Pink Diamonds has
rapidly escalated with the Argyle mine
expected to cease production within the next
ﬁve years. The scarcity of these beautiful
gems has captured the attention of diamond
connoisseurs, collectors and investors across
the globe. As a result, these exquisite jewels
are incredibly valuable with their fate
entrusted to only the world’s ﬁnest jewellers.
Proud to be an Argyle Pink Diamond Select
Atelier for over two decades, Calleija is
recognised for his dedication and knowledge
in creating truly beautiful pieces of Pink
Diamond jewellery.
Each year Calleija goes to great lengths to
acquire the rarest Pink, Red and occasionally
Blue Diamonds at the invitation-only annual
Argyle Pink Diamond Tender. A variety of
diamonds ranging in colour from pale rose
blush to vivid purplish pink, and occasionally
striking reds, have been sold since 1984.
“Born over billions of years, these incredible
diamonds are one of nature’s rarest
creations,” John Calleija said. “These are
truly unique heirloom diamonds that you
may only ever see once in a lifetime.”
Calleija invites you to visit their London,
Sydney and Gold Coast Boutique, where
you’re welcome to view one of the world’s
most valuable collections of handmade
Diamond jewellery.
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Expert advice

A feminine expression of luxury, Illuminata features a
stunning 5.03ct Round Brilliant Cut White Diamond,
complemented beautifully by Australian Argyle Pink
Diamonds and White Diamonds crafted in Platinum.
Hidden beneath this exquisite gem lies a rare Blue
Diamond, as John Calleija’s personal gift to you.

If you are just beginning your journey and
searching for that special piece, Calleija
recommend looking for a combination of
beauty, artistic ﬂair and integrity – the
very essence of their own pursuit.
HEIRLOOMS TO TREASURE
When choosing a diamond, select
a well-established jeweller who is
passionate and meticulous about sourcing
the ﬁnest of gems, a jeweller you can trust
who is authorised to be as true Diamond
Expert. Visiting a Pink Diamond Select
Atelier, who designs and creates unique
pieces, who will ensure that your heirloom
treasure is of the highest value and
quality. In fact, a Pink Diamond’s value
exceeds all other gemstones as an
investment, with Pink Diamonds
increasing in value year after year.
YOUR CHARACTER, YOUR STYLE
Perhaps you see a beautiful piece in the
window. We strongly recommend trying
it on to see how it feels – does the shape
suit you and your style? Do you like the
colour and design? Is the piece beautifully
ﬁnished and of the ﬁnest quality?
Jewellery craftsmanship and designs can
vary, if a piece exhibits that breathtaking
beauty and opulence you desire, it tells
you the design is a personal masterpiece,
destined to be yours.
The
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ADVERTISING ARTWORK
Specifications

Advertising rates
Premium Positions
ifcs (Inside Front Cover Spread)

$18,000 + GST

OBC (Outside Back Cover)

$13,000 + GST

IBC (Inside Back Cover)

$10,000 + GST

State Section Advertising

Double Page Spread

1/2 Page Horizontal

Type area

390 x 267mm

Type area

180 x 118.5mm

Trim

420 x 297mm

Trim

210 x 148.5mm

Bleed

5mm

Bleed

5mm

DPS

$10,000 + GST

FPC

$7,500 + GST

Full Page

1/2 page (horizontal)

$3,900+ GST

Type area

180 x 267mm

Type area

41.3 x 267mm

1/3 PAGE (vertical)

$2,600 + GST

Trim

210 x 297mm

Trim

71.3 x 297mm

Bleed

5mm

Bleed

5mm

FPC Sponsored editorial*

$6,500 + GST

*Copy and images to be supplied

Payment terms: 30 days net from publication date

1/2 Page Vertical

Back cover

Sponsored editorial

Designed with the look and feel of the magazine sponsored
editorial offers advertisers an alternative to brand advertising
and enables your brand message to be integrated seemlessly
within the content of the magazine.
An UGG House Promotion

Type area

170 x 257mm

Trim

210 x 297mm

Bleed

5mm

To advertise Please contact:
Sue Kallincos – National Advertising Manager
Tel: (03) 9804 4700 I 0412 499 021
sue@publicitypress.com.au
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When nothing but the warmest,
softest and most luxurious
sheepskin products will satisfy
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From 1978,
1978, when a young Australian
From
surfer brought
brought his sheepskin boots to
surfer
the United
United States, to the present day,
the
the Deckers
Deckers Outdoor Corporation’s
the
UGG®® brand has built a reputation for
UGG
crafting luxurious footwear, apparel
crafting
and accessories
accessories that look and feel like
and
no other.
other.
no
This feeling begins with one
This
magical material, sheepskin. Many
magical
other boot and shoemakers use
other
sheepskin in their products, but
sheepskin
no other
other brand goes to the lengths
no
Deckers Outdoor Corporation’s UGG®®
Deckers
does in selecting
does
and designing
designing in sheepskin.
and
The mastery of this distinctive
The
material is deeply ingrained in its rich
material
history. While it uses a variety of
history.
exquisite materials in the crafting of
exquisite
its products,
products, it is what the company
its

has done with sheepskin that has
made Deckers Outdoor Corporation’s
UGG®® a global phenomenon.
By fashioning boots, shoes, sandals,
apparel and accessories using only the
finest sheepskin, it delivers a
luxurious comfort that is truly one of
a kind and cannot be equalled by any
ordinary material.

Emu, pronounced ‘eem-you’, is
Australia’s national bird.
The company believes the choice
of EMU Australia®® as the brand name
reflects its core values: to never take a
backwards step; move forward at vast
speed; stand tall and proud and be
resilient and resourceful.
EMU is proudly Australian born,
Australian based and Australian
owned. It has passionately produced
the world’s finest premium sheepskin
and merino wool products for more
than 15 years.
It distributes to 67 countries and its
collections feature in the globe’s top
fashion magazines and editorial

pieces, in print and on TV.
EMU Australia® is a premium
international sheepskin product
brand, and the largest manufacturer
of sheepskin boots in Australia.
The EMU Platinum Range is
limited in both edition and
distribution. You can tell an EMU
Platinum Range product by the
‘Platinum’ metal brand on the rear
of the boots.
EMU is for those who desire the
real Aussie-made sheepskin boot and
the best quality.

SPECIAL OFFER:

Scan for special offer

All other enquiries:

FIND US:

Victoria:
UGG HOUSE
Shop 138 Shot Tower
Melbourne Central
Lonsdale Street
Melbourne
(03) 9650 0511

Editorial
Cassy Polimeni – Editor
Tel: (03) 9804 4700
cassy@publicitypress.com.au

UGG HOUSE
317 Little Collins Street
Corner of The Block Place
Melbourne
(03) 9671 4664
UGG HOUSE
Shop 22
Brandsmart
288 Whitehorse Road
Nunawading
(03) 9877 7527

ugghouse.com.au
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